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I have been teaching English as a Foreign and Second language since 2000. 
After receiving my Master’s in English Teaching, I started working as an 
educator in higher education institutes like the International House London, and 
British Council. Recently, I have received my Ph.D. in English Teaching from the 
university of Putra Malaysia. My passion for the English language has motivated 
me to earn certificates in Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) and a 
Certificate in Teaching English to Adults known as (CELTA).

I have extensive experience in teaching multinational learners for 16 years and 
training experience with English Teachers in Turkey, the Middle East, and 
Malaysia. I have always attempted to instil a love for the language departments 
I have worked with. Thus, I have also wanted to play a part in creating an 
amiable environment for students to achieve the highest academic success.

To me, teaching is more than a career. Unlike many other professions, teachers 
do not leave everything behind in the workplace. I believe that students become 
part of your family; I feel upset when my students are sad, while elated I do 
become when they are happy and successful. Over the years, I have learned to 
be patient, open to constructive criticism and eager to learn from colleagues, 
and of course, students.
I am a firm proponent of holistic learning and enjoy reading fiction and 
psychology in addition to teaching. An outgoing person, I am good at sports 
like swimming and Yoga – activities in which I do not feel that time has 
diminished my skills.

Dr. Yap

Hello, I am Dr. Paul Yap Boon Hup, born in Penang. I love reading and 
writing since childhood days. My father taught me how to read while I was a 
small boy. I love teaching, then I joined the teacher training college for 3 
years. I graduated with a Bachelor of Social Science majoring in Economics 
and minoring in Sociology. Then after 2 years later, I graduated with Master 
in Business Administration from the University of Southern Queensland. Five 
years later, I further to my Doctorate in Business Administration via 
long-distance learning. Doctoral education can be a challenging process 
however it absolutely was an enjoyable experience. As a teacher, I strongly 
believe that never stop learning. Through learning, I would be able to 
embrace new innovations, technologies, and practices that can improve 
student outcomes. I like Lizfalco’s (2012) educational philosophy: 
“Education is best while individuals of a community work cooperatively to 
promote the holistic development of young humans, such that each scholar 
feels strengthened to make a commitment to the world in a totally one of a 
kind way by means of charming his or her personal ability.” Last but not 
least, as a forthcoming educationist, I believe my logic and lecturing styles 
may change all through my career and I need to stay responsive to 
suggestions and open for betterment.

Dr. Alan
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Aprilyn Seidel

I graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Mathematics from the University 
of the Philippines. I have also earned my Master of Education major in 
Mathematics from the same university. Before I embarked into teaching at 
international schools, I was a university Mathematics instructor at my alma mater 
teaching maths-related core subjects to undergraduate students of Chemistry, 
Statistics, Applied Mathematics, Fisheries, Biology, business management, and 
accounting. During this time, I have also presented papers related to 
Ethnomathematics or the mathematics of culture in conferences like the 
East-Asian Association for Science Education International Conference, the 
National Conference on the Suigudanon (Epics) of Panay, and Graduate 
Research Conferences at my university. 

As an international school teacher, I have a full grasp of the IGCSE curriculum 
and the IB – MYP framework. Aside from teaching, I am also an enthusiast of 
cultural preservation. In fact, I am a contributor and the editor of the book 
entitled, “Traditional Motifs of Hadramout” with ISBN: 978-603-03-3006-5 
which documented various motifs around the region of Hadramout, Yemen that 
will heed the call for cultural preservation of what remains in the region, and in 
pursuit of establishing a Hadrami identity as a people. This book will be released 
in Riyadh this coming April 2020. 

Ben Oraka

Qualifications: LL. B (Law degree), Bachelors of Law (Bar Certificate), Advanced 
Diploma in Commercial Law, Masters in Business Administration.

Upon being called to the Nigerian Bar as a solicitor and advocate, I embarked 
on legal practice that lasted for about five years before venturing in to the 
academia. It’s been an 18 years’ journey so far which has endowed me with a 
wide knowledge and proficiency in a variety of subjects/ topics in Law and 
humanities – such as Politics, World History, Global Citizenship, Commerce and 
Economics.

I didn’t choose teaching, teaching has chosen me.

I believe in empowering students as active participants in the learning process – 
not only through class-based lectures, but also through games, group activities, 
blended learning and hands-on practical. 

I am an experienced educator with demonstrated history of working in the tertiary 
education industry. I graduated with a Bachelor Degree in Biomedical Sciences 
(Hons) from the National University of Malaysia in 2013 and obtained my 
Master Degree in Science major in Pharmacology from the same university, two 
years after. During my research years, I managed to publish three research 
articles in different renowned scientific journals. I am trained in teaching the 
Cambridge International AS & A-level Biology and the Western Australian 
Matriculation (WACE) Human Biology. 

Under my tutelage, a student emerged as the award winner of the Top 
Cambridge A-level Biology in the World, in 2017. My present challenge of 
teaching the Cambridge IGCSE Biology has put me in a place to always actively 
searching for better ways to educate the teenagers in a holistic manner – in 
knowledge wise as well as mentally and emotionally. 

Lim Sock Jin
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I am a Tutor for Further Mathematics in A-level, Edexcel, IB International and STPM. 
Mathematical Studies and Specialist Mathematics in SAM and WAM.
� Private Tutor for 2005-2015 A-level Mathematics  Mechanics, Statistics and 
   Pure Mathematics
� Private Tutor for 2007-2015 A-Level Mathematics in Further Mathematics in 
   Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and Statistics.
� Private Tutor for HSC   2008-2010
� Private Home Tutor for SAM and WAM : Specialist Mathematics and 
   Mathematical Studies  2005-2010
� Home Tuition for STPM 2005-2010
� Operate  Home Tuition 2003-2015 form  I - Form V
� Started IGCSE 2009 and Now teaching in a private school RB Academy 
   Puchong about 2 years in IGCSE Additional Mathematics
� Fully responsible for the implementation of the IGCSE Additional Mathematics 
   syllables, Teaching, Preparing Exam Papers includes Marking Scheme.
� Join Kingsley in 2017 as a lecturer in further math A Level

Chan Kok Kee

Until I first joined the education industry in 2001, it had never crossed my mind 
that teaching would be my calling. If what Gail Godwin claims, ‘Good teaching is 
¼ preparation and ¾ theatre’, is true, I am proud to be a degree holder in Drama 
and Theatre (Hons), graduated from University of Science in Penang, Malaysia. 

Over the years, I have taught several curricula such as SUEC, SPM, Cambridge 
IGCSE, IBDP and Cambridge A-Levels in different private and international 
schools. Besides teaching, I am also a certified oral examiner for IGCSE English as 
a Second Language (ESL) and Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 
(CPE), hence my years of experience in conducting and moderating speaking tests. 
Not only that, I also train new teachers for the oral examiner role at my school. 
Additionally, being a certified IBDP Language A1 instructor and IGCSE English 
Literature coursework moderator, I have acted as a supervisor for students who 
undertake the coursework component in their essay assignments. 

Teaching aside, I also head the English Department and the Pre-University Studies 
Department at Kingsley International School After nearly two decades of teaching, 
training and shouldering leadership roles, I still enjoy what I do, sincerely. 

Christine Ong

Greetings. My name is V Thirumaran and I graduated with Bachelor of 
Economics in 1999 and have been teaching for the last 20 years. I specialise 
in Economics, Business and Accounting and formerly was a lecturer at Taylors 
College, Subang Jaya. 

Teaching is my passion and love to see my students grasp concepts that 
previously alluded them by making it sweet and simple. I am an avid reader 
and I love crime thrillers with likes of Robert Ludlum, John Grisham and Dan 
Brown. Currently on an endeavour to guide as many students as possible to 
excel in their tertiary academic pursuit.

V Thirumaran
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Aishah

Ng Rong Jang

I graduated with a Bachelor of Chemical Engineering from Universiti Putra 
Malaysia and have successfully earned a First Class Honours degree. 

Previously, I had also achieved outstanding results in the SPM and STPM 
examinations. During my studies at the university, I had worked in a 
manufacturing industry as an industrial trainee. However, due to my strong 
interest in teaching, I chose teaching as my profession. 

Physics is one of my favourite subjects as it helps us to understand how the world 
around us works. Physics is the basis for most modern technology, and for the 
tools and instruments used in scientific, engineering and medical research and 
development. Even manufacturing is also dominated by physics-based 
technology. 

I wish to share my knowledge and tips with my students for ease in their 
understanding of the physics fundamentals. Currently, I teach A-level physics and 
IGCSE mathematics.

Raymond Hee

Hi, I obtained both my first and master degrees from North Carolina, USA 
specialising in Chemistry. I spent some time working in a medical laboratory 
as a chemist before embarking on the education field, and I have never 
looked back since. 

I have a total of 15 years of experience teaching Chemistry at all levels, 
mostly at the Pre-University level across the national boards of English & 
Wales’ curriculum. I gained certification as a public examiner from 
Cambridge Assessment International Education (CAIE) in 2018 for both 
IGCSE and A-Level Chemistry. 

Presently, I am working on my PGCE from the University of Nottingham, 
United Kingdom. During my free time, I will swim-bike & run to unplug 
myself from work stress. 

I joined Kingsley International school in January 2020, as an A level and 
RMIT teacher for Biology subject. Prior to teaching here, I have experience 
working in two international schools in Vienna, focusing on International 
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP). I was also a head teacher in a 
Singapore international school, located in Johor Bahru.

I have background in clinical research. I graduated as a Master in Biomedical 
Engineering Science from FH Technikum Wien. I also completed my Diploma 
in Medical Laboratory and Bachelor in Medical Science in Management and 
Science University (MSU). I also have experience working under the 
department of Human Health at United Nation (UN) in Vienna, Austria. I am 
a native Malay speaker and I am fluent in English and German.

Some of my major accomplishments include publishing a study in the journal 
of radiation of oncology on the effects of accidental overexposure on 
radiation therapy.
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Khoo Chung Ren

Graduated with a Master in 
Physics from the University of 
Southampton (UK). 

Been teaching Maths and Physics 
for the past half a decade. 
Proficient in the use of LaTeX and 
have compiled over 6000 pages 
of past year questions (by topic).

Love collecting elegant 
mathematical proofs and an avid 
board gamer.

Veronika

I graduated from University of Sunderland (UK) with 
degree in Psychology and Education. I was a part of 
practical psychology training that I successfully finished as 
a part of my studies at university. I studied psychology 
from when I was 15 years old as it was part of my high 
school education in my country of origin. 

I am very passionate about Psychology. I enjoy research 
in the field of psychology and mental health. I will not 
teach only theory to the students, but I will also explain 
the applications of psychology and make students think 
critically about the topics. I was working with children with 
mental disorders, therefore I can offer my knowledge to 
the students. 

Yasotha 
Narayanan

A committed senior lecturer/teacher with over 14 years of 
experience at academic institutions teaching students from 
various social and cultural backgrounds. Possessing 
excellent administrative, verbal communication and 
written skills along with constructive and effective teaching 
methods that promote a stimulating learning environment. 
I’m also involved in financial projection due to my interest 
in business analyst.

Education:
• Pursuing PhD. Economics in the National University of 
  Malaysia, 2019, current CGPA 3.95.
• M.Economics from the National University of Malaysia, 
  2007.
• B.Economics from the National University of Malaysia, 
  2005.

Specialise Subjects:
• Economics (14 years of experience)
• Accounting (12 years of experience)
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